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PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

MODULAR SYSTEM 

EASY TO ASSEMBLE

    MODERN DESIGN HIGH WEATHER RESISTANCE

The innovative PRIME ALUMINIUM SYSTEM construction system, based on dedicated aluminium profiles and innovative 

technical solutions is a novelty on the market. It is characterised by modularity and elimination of unsightly welds in favour 

of bolted connections, which makes it possible to assemble the fencing element by element directly at the construction site 

without the use of specialised tools. With properly selected materials, the structure is durable, stable, maintenance-free  

and complies with current environmental standards.

The initial offer consists of segments, posts, double windged gates and sliding gates with accessories, although the system 

will be continually expanded to include other landscaping elements.
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SELECTED FILLING PATTERNS

The CURTAIN pattern is an original design that resembles blinds in appearance and layout. Their main advantage  
is their functionality - they hide the property from the outside, leaving visibility from the inside without blocking the airflow.                  
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          OUTER SIDE               INNER SIDE

SLIM         SLIM PLUS                                             VERITCAL

CLASSIC                                              CLASSIC 2                                                SOLID

MULTI                                               MODULAR                                                MIX

CONTRAST                                             MIRROR                                              ADDON



Modern aluminium fences PRIME ALUMINIUM SYSTEM 

are manufactured in Poland, more precisely in Lublin. 

They combine safety, durability and modern design.  

Each component of PRIME ALUMINIUM SYSTEM has 

been designed with an emphasis on its reliability, simplicity, 

lightness and functionality. We offer you a wide range 
of fillings and colours that successfully match current 
trends in architecture and construction and allow you  
to personalise the fence according to your own preferences. 

The greatest advantage of TABAL’s fences is the modular 

assembly system - the elements are joined seamlessly, 

which makes the whole structure slender and elegant.

The modularity and versatility of our products enables 
efficient quotation and realisation of even the most 
individual order. We are convinced that our innovative 
aluminium fencing system will add character to any 

property and meet the expectations of even the most 
demanding customers. We provide a comprehensive 
service - we design, install, advise in the choice of fencing, 

select accessories and deliver it on time.
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ALUMINIUM FENCE SEGMENTS

SEGMENT is a basic element for separating spaces with palisade infill available in horizontal or vertical arrangement.  
It plays an aesthetic role, protecting the property from outsiders while enhancing its visual aspect. The shape of the frame 
is adapted to the type of infill chosen. The finished element can be assembled to a wall or a system post.

* can be ordered to individual dimensions
** the code for the product is formed by the symbols given next to the dimensions

Standard dimensions available:

FENCE SEGMENTS*

DIMENSION** WIDTH [mm] HEIGHT [mm]

[L x H]

L1 = 2000 H1 = 1200

L2 = 2500 H2 = 1500

L3 = 3000 H3 = 1700

H4 = 2000
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ALUMINIUM POSTS

POST is the basic structural element responsible for the stability of the fence. It can be sunk into the foundation or anchored 
to the ground. The finished segment, depending on its construction, type of filling and expected effect is assembled  
to the post either directly through the frame profile or using a set of dedicated angle-adjustable connectors.

WICKET GATE offered by the system has a reinforced structure based  
on a double frame profile, ensuring rigidity and stylistic consistency with 
the other elements of the fence. It is a functional and safe complement  
to the fence, guaranteeing many years of reliable operation. Optionally, it can 
be equipped with accessories such as an electric door strike or an external 
handle. Wickets can be mounted to a system post or directly to the wall.

ALUMINIUM WICKET GATES

* can be ordered to individual dimensions
** the code for the product is formed by the symbols given next to the dimensions

WICKET GATES*

DIMENSION** WIDTH [mm] HEIGHT [mm]

[L x H]

L1 = 2000 H1 = 1200

L2 = 2500 H2 = 1500

L3 = 3000 H3 = 1700

H4 = 2000

Standard dimensions available:
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ALUMINIUM WINGED GATES

WINGED GATE is a traditional solution for entering the property based on a frame made of a solid aluminium profile, 
joined using bolted technology. Thanks to its modular design, it blends in perfectly with other elements of the fence  
such as wickets and segments. It is available both as a manual version and with automatic control from a remote control, 
together with the necessary components.

Standard dimensions available:

* can be ordered to individual dimensions
** the code for the product is formed by the symbols given next to the dimensions
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WINGED GATES*

DIMENSION** WIDTH [mm] HEIGHT [mm]

[L x H]

L1 = 3500 H1 = 1200
L2 = 4000 H2 = 1500
L3 = 4500 H3 = 1700

L4 = 5000 H4 = 2000

L5 = 5500

L6 = 6000



ALUMINIUM SLIDING GATES

SLIDING GATE is a secure solution that combines functionality with a modern look. The gate’s construction consists  
of a solid frame with rail and modular dimensions which combined with other elements of the fence, perfectly complements 
the property, attracting attention while ensuring the expected level of privacy. Equipped with an automatic system, it allows 
you to conveniently use the entrance without leaving your car.

Standard dimensions available:

* can be ordered to individual dimensions
** the code for the product is formed by the symbols given next to the dimensions
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SLIDING GATES*

DIMENSION** WIDTH [mm] HEIGHT [mm]

[L x H]

L1 = 3500 H1 = 1200
L2 = 4000 H2 = 1500
L3 = 4500 H3 = 1700

L4 = 5000 H4 = 2000

L5 = 5500

L6 = 6000



RAL COLOUR PALETTE

It is also possible to produce infill in wood-like colours and to mix them with infill in RAL colours to create unique designs.

WOOD COLOUR PALETTE

RUST01 Rustic Rust LOVI01 Light Concrete LOVI02 Dark Concrete WDDS01 Gray Oak

WDBL01 Light Oak

WDWI03 Golden CherryWDSR01 SIENA ROSSOWDSI01 SIENA PL

WDDB01 Swamp OakWDBK01 BeechWDWG01 WengeWDMH03 Dark Mahogany

WDMH01 MahoganyWDSN01 PineWDWN01 WinchesterWDOR01 Walnut

WDZD01 Golden OakWDZD03 Classic Golden 
Oak

WDBB01 Light Beech

The fencing elements are painted in the standard RAL 9005 (black)  
and RAL 7016 (anthracite) colours, but upon individual order  
it is possible to produce the fencing in any RAL colour*.

*this involves a longer waiting period
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RAL 7016

RAL  9005



Tabal Sp. z o.o. has been in business since 1990  
and manufactures complete fencing systems.  
The use of the latest available technology, modern 
machinery park, including one of the of the most 
modern powder coating plant in Poland guarantee 
a high quality product designed for many years  
of use. We operate throughout Poland and abroad, 
constantly expanding our network of distributors. 
The Company’s well-established position in the  
non-ferrous metals industry, its well-developed 
brand, extensive network of contacts  
and experienced staff are a guarantee of success.



+48 665 010 292  alufence@tabal.plTABAL Sp. z o.o.

ul. Energetyków 14

20-468 Lublin

MANUFACTURER

www.tabal.pl

Lublin


